
Instructions:

1.      Divide class into pairs and/or groups of three. (Cards 1 - 4 are 
        for pairs, 5 - 6 for a group of three)
 
2.     Give each pair/group a dialogue card. 

3.     The students read the conversation and look up or ask about any 
         vocabulary they aren’t familiar with. 

4.    They underline any language that seems inappropriate or  
        too negative in the text.

5.     Using the Language of Collaboration document as a 
        guide, they adapt the conversations on the cards to    
        make them more positive and less confrontational. They 
        should also finish the conversation, finding a way to 
        resolve the problem.

6.    Students practice reading their new scripts and then 
        read them to the rest of the class.
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2.   Delegating

A -      I need to clarify with you exactly who's doing what for next year's project.

B -      But we don’t even know what exactly what the project will involve yet…

A -      Why not? Wasn't it your responsibility to finalise the details. The deadline 

           was last week!

B -      Nobody told me that! Anyway I'm way too busy right now...

A -      Right, well you have to sort it out quickly, because I've already organised a 

           team meeting for tomorrow morning and we need to let people know.

B -       ...

1.    Where are the reports?

A -     We need to talk right now!

B -     Oh, is there a problem?

A -    Yes there is, you haven't sent me the weekly reports for the last 2 weeks. 

         You know how important the reports are, you’re letting the team down.

B -    That’s not true! I’ve been working late every evening to get them in on time!

A -     Well, if that’s the case, why haven’t I received them?

B -     I don't know. You should have them, I always send them to your email.

A -       ….

3.     This isn’t going to work…

A –    Here’s the schedule you asked for, I’ve created a colour code to make it 
         easier to follow.
B –    Hang on, why haven’t you included the Marketing team meetings in this?
A –    I didn’t know they needed to be included.
B –    I distinctly remember telling you. Also the text is too small, I can’t read it 
         without a magnifying glass.
A –    You said it had to be all on one page…
B –    Send me the original document by email. I’ll have to redo it myself.
A –     ...   



4.     Making an offer

A –     Jo, can I ask you something?
B –     Well, I haven’t got much time, so make it quick!
A –     Ok, last week you said that you had a lot on your plate, so I wanted to offer my 
           help, seeing as I’m new in this team and haven’t got such a big workload yet. 
B –     In what way can you help me?
A –     I can deal with marketing and write some of the copy for the new brochure…
B –     That’s all my responsibility, and frankly how can I be sure you’re  
           capable of doing a good job?
           If you really want to help to help me, go and get me a coffee!
A –     ...

5.     Making a choice

A -     Which of these two designs do you think works better for our new advert?

B -     Definitely the blue one! It really stands out.

C -    I don’t like the blue one, the font is hard to read and the picture isn't right…

B -    Why not?

C -   It’s supposed to be aimed at retirees, but the picture shows kids 

        skateboarding…

A -   I didn’t like the blue one either, the orange looks much more professional.

B -    No way! It’s awful, I could’ve done a better job myself…

C -    ...

    

6.     Suggestions

A –     Next month we’re having an away day for the whole team. I want your input 
          on how we should spend the day.
B –     Oh no! Do we really have to? Last year’s away day was a nightmare!
C –     I want to go paintballing
A –     Hmmm, that's not what I had in mind.
B –     No way! Paintballing would be a disaster, especially for the older members 
           of our team.
C –     It’d be better than just going to the pub like last time.... That was your idea!
A -      ....


